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Abstract. Let R be an infinite cardinal number. A ring R is said to be left fl-coherent if every
finitely generated left ideal of R is ft-finitely presented. In this paper, we define a dimension called
the left t\-coherent dimension for a ring R. We show that a ring R is left lt-coherent if and only if
the left fl-coherent dimension of R is equal to zero. Some characterizations ofthis dimension are
given. We also show that if a ring ,l is an excellent extension of a ring R, then the left l{-coherent
dimension of S is equal to that of R.

1.. Introduction

A ring R is called left coherent ifevery finitely generated left ideal is finitely presented. It
is well known that R is left coherent if and only if every finitely presented left R-module
M has a finite 2-presentation in the sense ofBourbaki [3], that is, there exists an exact
sequence O -> Kz ----+ Ft ----+ F6 ----+ M ----+ 0 such that F6 and F1 are finitely
generated free left R-modules arrrd K2 is finitely generated (see, for example, [7] or
[9]). In [13], the concept of left N-coherent rings was introduced and investigated for
any infinite cardinal number N. A ring R is said to be left fl-coherent if every finitely
generated left ideal is R-finitely presented.

In this paper, using the concepts offinite n -presentations, as defined in [3], and R-finite
n -presentations, we define a dimension called the left t\-coherent dimension for a ring
R. We show that a ring R is left fl-coherent if and only if the left N-coherent dimension
of R is equal to zero. Thus, the left fl-coherent dimension can be used to measure how
far a ring is from being left N-coherent. In Sec. 2, we give the definition and show some
characteizations of this dimension. In Sec. 3, we show that if S is an excellent extension
of R, then the left N-coherent dimension of S is equal to that of R. Take the special
infinite cardinal number fl, we obtain some results for left coherent dimension of R.

*This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China, 19501007 and
the Natural Science Foundation of Gansu, ZQ-96-01.
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Throughout this paper, R denotes an associative nng with identity. For any left
R-module M, we denote by M+ the character module Homs(M, QIZ) of M. If Np is
a submodule of Mp, the notation NnlMn means that Na is a summand of Mp.

2. Definition and Characterizations

Let R be an infinite cardinal number and M a left R-module. Following Loustaunau
ll3l,M issaidtobeR-finitelygenerated,denotedbyR-fg,if everysubsetX of M,with
lxl < N, is contained in a finitely generated submodule of M. For example, every left
R-module is lt6-fg, and every finitely generated left R-module is N-fg for all N > Ns. If
R > lMl and M is N-fg, then M is finitely generated.

Let M be a finitely generated left R-module. Then M is said to be N-finitely presented,
denoted by H-fp, if there exists an exact sequence 0 ---+ K ----+ F -----> M --+ 0 with
F free of finite rank and K f{-fg. A ring R is said to be left H-coherent if every finitely
generated left ideal is fl-fp. For example, every ring is left Rs-coherent. If R is left
coherent, then it is left fl-coherent for all infinite cardinal number N. If R > N', then
every left N-coherent ring is left R/-coherent.

Let M be a left R-module. According to [3], we will say that M is n -finitely presented
(n-N-finitely presented), denoted by n-FP ((n, N)-FR respectively), if there exists an
exact sequence:

0 -----> K, + Fn-r ----+ "' --> Fo --+ M ---+ 0,

where Fs, . . . , Fn-t are finitely generated free modules and K, is finitely generated
(ff-fg, respectively). In this case, we also say that M has afinite n-presentation (N-finite
n -presentation, respectively).

It is easy to see that a left R-module M is finitely presented if and only if M is l-FP,
and that M is N-FP if and only if M is (1, N)-FP. Clearly, (n * l)-FP implies (n * l, N)-FP
and (n * 1, R)-FP implies n -FP, but not conversely.

From Theorem 3.3 in [9], it is clear that R is left coherent if and only if every l-FP
left R-module is 2-FP. Generalizing this result, we give the following definition.

Definition 2.I. Let R be a ring. We define the left *-coherent dimension of R, denoted
by N-lc.dimR, as

inf lnl every @ -f l)-F P left R-module is (n * 2, R)-FP).

If no such n exists, we say that t\-lc.dimR : oo.

Take R > lRlno. For every R-fg left R-module K with K < F for some free left
R-modules F of finite rank, we have lKl < lFl < lRlno < R. This implies that K is
finitelygenerated. Thus, when N t lRlRo,Definition2.l gives aconceptofleftcoherent
dimension, denoted by lc.dimR, that is,

lc.dimR : inf{nl every (n + l)-F P left R-module is (n * 2)-F P}.

If no such n exists, we say that lc.dimR : oo.
The following result appeared in [3].
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Lemtna 2.2. Let Mt, . . . , Mp be left R-modules. Then @!:rM, rs N-/g if and only if
every Mi,s fl-/g.

Proposition 2,3. R is left t\-coherent if and only if t\-lc.dimR : 0.

Proof. Suppose R is left R-coherent. Then, by Theorem 1.6 in [13], every finitely
generated submodule of every R-fp left R-module is fl-fp. Let M be a 1-FP left R-module.
Then there exists an exact sequence:

0 ---+ K1 ----+ Fo -----> M ---+ 0

such that F6 is free of finite rank and K1 is finitely generated. Since Fo is ft-FP, it foilows
that K1 is R-fp. Thus, there exists an exact sequence:

0 ----> K2 -----> Ft ----+ K1 ---> 0

such that Fr is free of finite rank and K2 is N-fg. Now, it is clear Ihat M is (2, ft)-FP.
Conversely, suppose R-lc.dimR : 0. Then every l-FP left R-module is (2, H)-FP. Let

Lbeaf in i te lygeneratedlef t idealof  R.Then R/Lis  l -FP.Thus,  RlL is  (2,R)-FP.So
there exists an exact sequence:

O -----> K2 -----> Ft -----> Fo ----+ R /L -----> 0

such that Fg, F1 are free of finite rank and K2 is l{-fg. Take an exact sequence
0 ----+ H -----> F --> L ----+ 0 such that F is free of finite rank. Then by the Schanuel'
lemma, H @ Ft e R - Kze^ F O F0. Now,byLemma 2.2,itfollows that Il is R-fg,
which implies that Z is R-fp. Thus, R is left N-coherent.

Because of this proposition, we may regard our left N-coherent dimension as a measure
of how far a ring R is from being left N-coherent. Since a ring R is left coherent if and
only if every l-FP left R-module is 2-FR it follows that when ft > lRlRo, we may
regard the left fl-coherent dimension as a measure of how far a ring R is from being left
coherent.

Lemma 2,4. Let M be a left R-module andt\ an infinite cardinal numben Then M is
n-FP ((n, R)-fP) if and only if there exists an exact sequence:

O -----> Kn + Pn-t ----+ "' ---+ Po ---> M ----+ 0,

where Ps, . . . , Pn-r are finitely generated projective lefi R-modules and Kn is finitely
gene rate d (t\ -fg, re sp e ctiv e ly ).

Proof. By induction for n, it follows from the Schanuel' lemma and standard
techniques. I

In order to establish some characterization of left N-coherent dimension, we need the
following lemma.

Lemma 2.5. If lc.dim R : m, thenfor any n > m, every @ * l)-FP left R-module is
(n *2, N)-rP
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Proof. Suppose left R-module M is (m + 2)-FP. Then there exists an exact sequence:

O -----> K*v2 + Fm+l + F* -+ . ' '-+ F6 ---> M + 0,

where F^11, F*, . . ., Fg lra finitely generated free modules and Krya2 is finitely

generated. Denote Kr : Ker (fo -> M).Then K1 is (m + l)-FP' Since lc'dimR : m,

it follows that K1 is (m * 2, ft)-FP. Thus, there exists an exact sequence:

0 --> H^a2 -----> Gm+r ----+ G* ---+ ' ' ' ----+ Go -----> Kt ----+ 0,

where G^a1, G*, . . ., Gs are finitely generated free modules and H*q2 is fl-finitely

generated. Therefore, M is (m + 3, R)-FP.

Now, the result follows by induction.

Proposition 2.6. Let R, S be rings. Then

N-lc' dim(R e S) : sup(f\-/c' dim R' f l-/c' dim S)'

Proof. suppose ft-lc.dim(R o s) - k < oo. Let Abe ak + l-FP left R-module. For

any left R-module X, we can regard X as an (R O S)-module by defining (r' s)x : rx,

forr e R. s e S. andr e X. Then (1, 0)X - X as an R-module. Itis well known that

p X is projective if and only if (nes) X is projective. Thus, by Lemma 2.4, it is easy to

see that Ais ak + 1-FP left (R O S)-module. Hence, (nes)A is (k * 2, fl)-FP, that is,

there exists an exact sequence:

0 ----+ K*42 + Fm+l -----> F^ ----+ "' --> Fg -----' A ----+ 0'

where F*41, F*, . . ., F6 are finitely generated free (R O S)-modules and K2a2 is fl-fg'

Thus, we have the following exact sequence:

0 -> (1, 0)K*+2 -+ (1, O)F^+r -> '" ----+ (1,0)Fo ----+ A ---+ O,

where (l,O)F*+r, (1,0)F*,. . . , (1, 0)F0 are finitely generated projective left

R-modules and (1, O)K^+2 is N-fg. This means that pA is (k * 2, fl)-FP. Thus,

H-lc.dimR < k. Similarly, wehave f\-lc.dimS < k. Thus, sup(HJc.dimR, |lJc.dimS) <

f\lc.dim(R O S). If Nlc.dim(R O S) : oo, then clearly sup(R-lc.dimR, R-lc.dimS) <

N-lc.dim(R O S).
Let  f t - lc .d imR:m < oo and | t - lc .d imS :n < &,m > n.LetMbeanm + l -FP

left (R O S)-module. Then there exists an exact sequence:

0 -----> K*a1 + F* ----+ ' ' ' ----+ Fo -----> M -+ 0'

where F-, . . ., F0 are finitely generated free left (R O S)-modules and K.a1 is finitely

generated left (R O S)-module. Thus, we have exact sequences:

0 -> (1, O)K^+r -> (1, O)F* '---+ "' --> (1,0)F0 ----+ (1, O)M -'--> O

T
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and

0 ----+ (0, I)K^+r -+ (0, l)F^ + --+ (0, l)Fo ----+ (O,l)M --+ 0,

where (1, O)F-, ..., (1,0)f0 are finitely generated projective left R-modules,
(l,O)K^+r is R-finitely generated, (0,I)Fm,..., (0, 1)F6 are finitely generated pro-
jective left S-modules, and (0,I)Km+t is S-finitely generated. By Lemma 2.5, every
m * I-FP left R-(left S-) module is (zr * 2, N)-FP. Thus, (1,0)M, (0,1)M is an
(m + 2, R)-FP left R-, left S-, respectively, module. Now, by Lemma 2.4, it is easy
to see that M is an (m -l2, R)-FP left R O S-module. Therefore, N-lc.dim(R e D <

m : sup(ft-lc.dimlR, fllc.dimS). If sup(N-lc.dimR, R-lc.dimS) : oo, then obviously

Nlc.dim(R O S) < sup(N-lc.dimR, H-lc.dimS).

Lemma 2.7. Let X be a right R-module and M a left R-module. Then the following
conditions are equiv alent :

( 1 )  Ex t  [ (X ,  M+)  : 0 :
(2) Tor f (x, M) :0;
(3) Ext"*(M, X+) : 0.

Proof. By standard techniques, we have an isomorphism:

Ex(p(X, Homz(M, Ql z)) = Homz(Tor# ( X, M), Ql Z).

Thus, (1) s (2) follows. The proof of (2) 4a (3) is similar. I

Suppose 1 is a set and lM;lt e 1) is a family of right R-modules. Let x : (xi)i.r e

f|r, M,. We define the support of ; as supp (x) : {i € llxi * 0}. For an infinite
cardinal number N, define the N-product of the M;'s as

45

fi*: I..U*,I lsupp(x)l . -l

Clearly, one may view the direct sum and the direct product of a family of modules as
two special cases of the same object, namely, the N-product of the family of modules.
R-products of some families of modules have been studied by Loustaunau [3], Dauns

[5, 6], Teply [20,211, and Oyonarte and Torrecillas [15]. The following lemma appeared
in [13] .

Lemma 2.8. Let * be an infinite cardinal number and M a right R-module. Then the

following staternents are equivalent :

'r)l 
T r"t,i,*.' ,1 ,, onr yomity of Ieft R-modutes and if e : Me^ (fl[, ,,)

llL, (M g rr ) is define d v ia Q (m I (x ) i e) : (m I x ) i. 1, the n Q is an i s omorphi sm;

(3) if I is any index set and if Q : M e^ (fl)!r ^) - lI!., M is defined via

Q@ e ?i)i.t) - (mri)ia, then Q is an isomorphism.

We are now ready to give our characterizations of left R-coherent dimension of rings.
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Theorem 2.9. Let * be an infinite cardinal number or an integer m > O. The following
conditions on a ring R are equivalent:

(1)  N- lc .d imR < mi
(2) if (L)ier is a family of flat right R-modules, then Tor #+, (flL, Li , M) : O for

each (m + I)-FP left R-module M;
(3) ror j*1(fll R, M) : 0 for each (m * I)-FP left R-module M and for every set

I ;
(4) for each set I , if Tor #+1 (nI R, N) : 0 for all (m * 2, t\)-FP teft R-modules N ,

then Tor #+r(fl) R, M) - 0for all (m * I)-FP left R-modules M;

(5) if X is a right R-module such that Extf+r (X, N+) : 0 for all (m * 2, t\)-FP left
R-modules N , then ExtR^+r (X, M+) : O for all (m * I)-FP left R-modulei M .

Proof. (l) + (2) Suppose M is (m + l)-FP. Then M is (m * 2, N)-FP by Lemma2.5.
Thus, there exists an exact sequence:

O -----> K^a2 ---+ Fm+L + F^ ----+ "' -) FO -----> M + 0,

where F.11, F*,..., Fs dra finitely generated free modules and K4q2 is R-finitely
generated. Denote Km+t --Ker(F^ --> F^-) and K^:Ker(Fm-t ----+ F*-).If
m : 0, then take Km : Fm-r : M. Consider the following exact sequence:

0 ----> K,nq1 + F* + K^ ----+ 0.

We obtain a commutative diasram

rotf (f ln Li, K*,)

"J
0

f------------+(f]n ri) @ Km+r

p l

---------) f]n(r, I Km+r)

where / is a monomorphism. When K^a2 is fl-fg, K.11 is R-fp and hence B is an
isomorphism by Lemma2.8. Thus, a is an isomorphism and hence fotf (fln Li , K^) -

0. Now, it is easy ro see rhat torfi*1(fln Li, M) : 0.

The implications (2) + (3) and (3) 3 (a) are clear.

@) ---+ (1) Let N be an (m -f2, fl)-FP- left R-module. By analogy with the proof
of (1) 3 (2), we can obrain forf*1(fl) R, N) - 0 for every set 1. Thus, by (4),

it follows that Tor#+1(fli n, m : 0 for all (m i 1)-FP left R-modules M.In otder
to complete the proof, it is enough to show that every (rrl * l)-FP left R-module is
(tll * 2, N)-FP.

Let M be an (m + l)-FP left R-module. If m : 0, then the result follows from
Proposition 2.3 and from the fact that R is left N-coherent if and only if every H-product
of any family of copies of R is flat as a right R-module (see [13]) since every left
R-module is a direct limit of finitely presented left R-modules. Now, suppose m > I.
Then there exists an exact sequence:

O -----> K^'r1 + F^ ----+ "' ----+ Fo --> M ----+ O
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where F*, . . . , Fo are finitely generated free left R-modules arrd K^a1 is finitely
generated. Denote K* : Ker(F^-l ----+ F*-) (if m : 1, then set Km: Ker(Fo ----->
M)).ThenTotf (f ln R, K*) = To{11(IIn n, u) :0.Thus,weobtainacommutative
diagram

o -> (fln n) I Kn+l

I  v l
Y V

0 -+ IIn K.*,

([In n) e r;

pI
fln r;

(f]n R) e r-

"l
fln K-

with exact rows, where B and a are isomorphisms by Lemma 2.8 since F* arrd K* are
finitely presented. Thus, 7 is an isomorphism and, hence K*a1is R-fp by Lemma 2.8.
Now, the result follows.

(1) ---+ (5) It follows from Lemma 2.5.

(5) ---+ (3) Let N be an (m t 2, fl)-FP left R-module. By analogy with the proof of
(l) -+ (2),we canobtain

ft

ro'#*,(l-l R, N) :0,
I

or every set 1. Thus, n"(+l(fl) R, N+) : 0 by Lemma 2.i.From (5), it follows
that Extff+l(il) n, M+) :0 for every @ * I)-FP left R-module M. Now, we have
fo{*1(flf R, M) :0 for every set 1 and every (m + l)-FP left R-module M by
Lemma2.7.

We use w.gl.dimR to denote the weak global dimension of ring R. As a direct
consequence of Definition 2.L and Theorem 2.9,wehave

Corollary 2.10. ftlc.dimR < lc.dimR < w.gl.dimR.

Example 1. We remark that lc.dimR can be much smaller than w.gl.dimR. Take
R : F[x], the polynomial ring over a field F. Then lc.dimR : 0 but w.gl.dimR I 0.

We also remark that N-lc.dimR can be much smaller than lc.dimR. For example, let
ar1 be the first uncountable ordinal number and R : zzlxpll.t < arrl the commutative
polynomialringwithrelatiols.ro : xoxpfora < P < co1 and*3: *o fora < ror.By
[13], R is ll1-coherent but not coherent. Thus, ll1-lc.dimR : 0 but lc.dimR > 0.

Example 2. Couchot [5] pointed out that there exists a commutative ring R such that
wgl.dimR < 1 but R is not semi-hereditary. It is well known that R is semi-hereditary if
and only if w.gl.dimR < 1 and R is left coherent. Thus, there exists a commutative
ring R such that w.gl.dimR < 1 but R is not coherent. For these rings, we have
lc.dimR : w.gl.dimR : I by Corollary 2.10. Take R > |R1xo. Then R is not left
N-coherent. Therefore, N-lc.dimR - I by Corollary 2.10 and Proposition 2.3.
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According to [7], a left (right) R-module X is called 2-FP-injective (2-FP-flat) if
F;xlR(M, X) : 0 1 forf (X, M) : 0) for each 2-FP left R-module M.Wewill say thar a
left (right) R-module X is called (2, R)-FP-inj ective ((2, N)-FP-flar) if Extl (M, X) : 0
lforf (X, M) : O) for each (2, ft)-FP left R-module M. Aleft R-module X is called
FP-injective lf ExlR(M,X) : 0 for each finitely presented left R-module M. As an
immediate consequence of Theorem 2.9 when m : 0, we have the following result,
some parts of which are well known.

Corollary 2.11. The following are equivalent for a ring R.

(1) R ls left*-coherent.
(2) The *-product of any family of flat right R-modules is flat.
(3) For every set 1, fll R is a flat right R-module.
(4) For every set I, if the right R-module flf R is (2,*)-FP-flat, then it is flat.
(5) For every set 1, ,/(nl R)+ ls (2,t\)-FP-injective, then it is FP-injective.

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 1.6 in [13], Theorem 2.9, Proposition2.3 and
Lemma2.1, bearing in mind that each left R-module is a direct limit of finitely presented
modules, and that the functor Torf (X, -) preserves direct limits. r

For special N (for example, R > lRlNo), we have

Corollary 2.L2. (See [9]) For an integer m > O, the following conditions on a ring R
are equivalent.
(1) lc.dimR < ru.
(2) If (L)ie1 is a family of flat right R-modules, then Torfi*r(llia Li, M) : 0 for

each (m + I)-FP lefi R-module M.

1:; fo{*1(fl r R, M) : 0 for each (m + I)-FP lefi R-modute M andfor every set I.
(4) For each set I , if Torfi*r (flr R, N) : 0 for ail (m -l2)-FP left R-modules N, then

rorfi*1(flr R, M) :0for all (m r I)-FP left R-modules M.

(5) If X is a right R-module s,uch thatBxt[+1(X,N+) : O for all (m -l2)-FP teft
R-modules N, thenBxr[+r(X, M+) :0for all (m -t I)-FP left R-modules M.

3. Left R-Coherent Dimension of Excellent Extensions

Suppose R is a subring of the ring S, and R and S have the same identity.
(1) The ring S is said to be an excellent extension of R if

(i) S is a free normalizing extension of R with a basis that includes l, that is, there is
a f i n i t e s e t { a 1  , . . . , a r J  C  S s u c h t h a t a t :  I ,  S :  R a r * .  . . l R a n , a i R :  R a i
for all i - 1, . . ., n andS is free with basis {at, . . ., a,} asboth aright and left
R-module, and

(ii) S is right R-projective, that is, if Ns is a submodule of M s, then Nn lMn implies
NslMs.

Excellent extensions were introduced by Passman [17], named by Bonami l2l, and
recently studied in [1G-12, 16,22]. Examples include finite matrix rings (see [17]), and
crossedproductR x G where G is afinitegroupwith lGl-t e R (see [8]).
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The following lemma is well known.

Lemma 3.1.

(I) Let R ----+ S be a homomorphism of rings and let there be given modules Un and

sV. Assume pS is aflat left R-module. Then there exists an isomorphism

rorf (u, nv) 7 rorf 1u 8n s, v).
(2) Let R, S be rings and let there be givenmodules Us, sVn, and nW. Assume 5V

and Vp are flat. Then there exists an isomorphism

rorf (u as v,lv) = torf(u, v 8n tv).

Theorem 3.2. Let S be an excellent extension of R. Then

fllc.dimR : N-lc.dimS.

Proof. Suppose N-lc.dim R : m < oo. Let M be an (lrr * l)-FP left S-module. There
exists an exact sequence:

O -----> K*a1 + F^ ----+ "' ----+ Fg ----->s M ----+ 0,

where F*, . . ., Fo are finitely generated free left S-modules and K^a1 is finitely
generated. Suppose K^a1 is generated by *t, . . . , .ro . Since S is an excellent extension
o f  R , i t f o l l ows tha ta (K -a1 ) i sgene ra tedbyy i j : a i x1 , l  < i  <n , I  <  j  <  p .  I t i s
easy to see that nFm, . .. ,R F0 are finitely generated free left R-modules. Thus, pM is
an (m I l)-FP left R-module. Since N-lc.dimR : m and Sp is flat right R-module, it
follows that

N

ro.#*,(fI s, M) : o
I

for every set 1 by Theorem 2.9. Thus, by Lemma 3.1, we have
N

ro'**,((fI s) 8n s, M) : o.
I

Define an S-homomorphism / ' (il) S) On S ---- fll S via /(x I s) : xs, where
s e S and 

" 
€ fl) S. Then we have an exact sequence ofright S-modules

0 ---+ Ker(/) ---- (fl D an s --* Ii s -> 0.
I I

Define an R-homomorphism I : flls ----+ (nls) 8n S via g(x) : r I 1. Then

fg : l. This means that the exact sequence 0 ----+ (Ker(/))n -- ((fl)S) 8n
S)n ----+ (fl) Sl* ----+ 0 splits. Thus, (Ker(/))nl((fl) S) a S)n, which implies that
(Ker(/))sl((fl| Sl e S)s by the right R-projectivity of S. Hence, fl) s is isomorphic
to a direct summand of (fl) $ O S. It now follows that

N

ro'**,(fl s, M) - o,
I

and so R-lc.dimS < tnby Theorem 2.9.
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If N-lc.dimR : oo, then obviously ft_lc.dimS < N_lc.dimR.

__ 
Conversely, suppose R-lc.dimS : m < oo. Let M be an (m * l)_Fp left R_module.

Then there exists an exact sequence:

0 ---> K*11 + F* ---> ... -> Fo ___> M _+ 0,
where F*, . . . , Fs are finitely generated free left R-modures and Kat l is finitelygenerated. Since Sa is flat, we obtain an exact sequence:

0 - -+  S@Km+l  - - - -+  ̂t g  F_ - - - -> . . . ____+  SgF0  ___+  ^ rg  M  _>0 .

It is clear that s g F*, . . ., .t g F0 are finitery generated projective reft ,s-modules andS 8 Kz+t is finitely generated. This means thars g M is^an"(m+ l)_Fp left S_module
by Lemma 2.4. Thus, by Theorem 2.9,wehave

N

ro'**,(ff s, s 8n M) : o
I

for every ser 1, which implies thatTor#+J(fl| sln, M) : 0 by Lemma 3.r. Now, itfollows that

r",#*,(li R, M):0,
I

:ii"",Jl1is)l = fllretrR) = ef:l(nf R), and hence, fi-lc.dimR < m -
R-lc.dim,S by Theorem 2.9.

If fl-lc.dim^S : oo, then clearly N-lc.dimR < ft_lc.dim^i. r

Corollary 3.3.

(1) N-lc.dim^ = N-lc.dim (Mr(R)) for every ring R, where M,(R) is the matrix ring
over R.

(2) If G is afinite group suchthatlGl-l e R, then R_lc.dimR : ft_lc.dim(R x G),
where R * G is a crossed product of R with G.

- l?t 
R be graded by a finite group G. The smash product, R#G*,is a free right andleft R-module with basis {pola e G} and multiplicatlon determined by

(rp")(sp) : rsab-1 pa,

where so6-, is the ab-t component of s.

corollary 3.4. Let R be graded by afinite group G, andrGr-1 e R. ThenR-lc.dimR :
N-lc.dim(R#G*).

Proof. The group G acts as automorphisms on R#G* with

alrP) : tPba,

so we may form the skew group ring (R#G*) x G. By [r4] or t191, it follows that(R#G*) x G = Mn(R), the ring of n xn matrices ou"i R, where-n : tot.Thus, the
result follows from Corollary 3.3. r

Now, we give a generalizationof Corollary 3.3(1).
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Proposition 3.5. If R and s are two equivalent rings, then*-lc.dimR - R-lc.dims.

Proof. LeI F : R x S define an equivalence and N-lc'dimS : m < oo' Assume M is

an(mlI)-FPleftR-module.ThenthereexistsanexactSequence:

O ----> Km+t -+ H* ----+ ' ' ' ----> Ho -----> M + 0'

such that H^, . . ., Hs ure finitely generated free left R-modules and Ka11 is flnitely

generated. ni l,pp.ZS+' 2581, we obtain an exact sequence of left S-modules:

0 -+ F(K^+t) ----+ F(H*) -> ' ' ' '----> F(Hd --> F(M) + 0'
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